INTRODUCTION
Let G be a connected complex semisimple algebraic group, and T a maximal torus inside a Borel subgroup B , with g, t, and b their Lie algebras. Let V be a representation in the category & for g. The t-decomposition V = E9 JlEt* V Jl of V into a direct sum of finite-dimensional weight spaces is central in the representation theory of g.
In this paper, we introduce on weight spaces a new structure, the principal filtration Je (V Jl ) , where e is a principal nilpotent in g chosen to be compatible with t; for example, e can be the sum of the simple root vectors relative to (t, b) . This filtration is constructed in a very simple way by taking J: (V Jl ) to be the space of vectors annihilated by the (p + 1 )th power of e, for p ~ O.
Our approach is motivated by Kostant's fundamental work [Kl, K2] on actions of the principal TDS (three-dimensional subalgebra) and coordinate rings of regular adjoint orbits.
In Theorem 3.4, we give a new description, in terms of the dimension jumps of the principal filtration of the weight space, of Lusztig's [L] q-analog mf (q) of dominant .u-weight multiplicity in a finite-dimensional irreducible g-representation V;.. The polynomial mf (q) was defined algebraically as an alternating sum over the Weyl group, through a q-analog of Kostant's weight multiplicity formula. We prove that mf(q) is equal to the jump polynomial ri(q) = Ldim(J:(Vi)/J:-1 (Vi))qP p?:O of the principal filtration of Vi.· This means that we compute Lusztig's qanalog directly from the data of two smaller actions on the g-representation: the actions of a Cartan subalgebra and of a (compatibly chosen) TDS. This result carries a broad hypothesis: g must have all components of classical type, or .u must be regular. (We expect Theorem 3.4 is true without these extra conditions. )
The theory in §2 gives another description of this result: the coefficients of Lusztig's polynomials are the dimensions of the eigenspaces of a certain regular semisimple element h of 9 (determined modulo ge bye) on a special subspace lime V Il of Vue . For, associated to the principal filtration of VIl is the principal limit lime V Il , the sum Ep~o eP . J: (VIl) inside V. The sum is direct, and lime V Il is annihilated, not just by the action of e , but also by the action of the full centralizer ge of e. In addition, lime V Il carries an intrinsic grading, by the eigenspaces of any (appropriately scaled) regular semisimple element h lying in a TDS containing e; for example, h can be the vector in t where all simple roots, relative to (t, b) , take value 1. The dimension jump Lusztig's polynomials are deep invariants of representations, having far reaching applications. They equal certain Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for the affine Weyl group which compute certain local intersection cohomology groups for Schubert varieties in infinite dimensional flag varieties [L, Kt, K-L] . They compute a certain group scheme cohomology with twisted coefficients in characteristic p (see [A-J] , and, in the nontwisted case, [F-P] ). Other sorts of results are discussed in the author's earlier papers [G 1] and [G2] .
The connection between principal filtrations and Lusztig's polynomials comes from the geometric formulations of each, in terms of twisted functions on a regular semisimple adjoint orbit Q and twisted functions on the cotangent bundle Lo/B of the flag variety. The first geometric formulation is found in Theorem 5.8, based on the notion of "fiber degree" discussed below. The second is found in Lemma 6.1, based on ideas of Hesselink in [Hsl] . The proof of Theorem 3.4 then requires a comparison of these two types of functions.
The main work here is accomplished by studying the geometry of Q fibered over G / B by a G-equivariant projection 11:. We observe that the fiber of 11:
over an arbitrary point x E G / B is an affine space, equipped with a natural linear translation action of the cotangent space to G / B at x. This picture is a sort of local version of the "associated cone" construction of Borho and Kraft [B-K] . The pair (Q ,Lo/B) forms an affine bundle over G/ B (Proposition 5.3). In §4, we present an abstract theory of affine bundles.
We then take a homogeneous line bundle L -Il on G / B , and consider twisted functions on Q and Lo/B' i.e., functions with values in the respective pullbacks of the line bundle. The translation action of the cotangent bundle leads to a natural notion of fiber degree of twisted functions on Q, and also to a degeneration mapping sending twisted functions of fiber degree p on Q to homogeneous degree p twisted functions on the cotangent bundle (Theorem 5.5). With this, and some appropriate vanishing of higher cohomology of sheaves on G/ B (Hypothesis 6.2), we make the necessary comparison in Theorem 6.4. The extra assumptions in Theorem 3.4. insure that the needed vanishing is known; we use the results of Andersen and Jantzen and of Griffiths (see Theorem 6.3).
Finally, let us explain the relation with generalized exponents. For the case of zero-weight multiplicity, the polynomials m~(q) were first constructed, independently, by Hesselink [Hs1] and Peterson [Pt] . They showed that, for each finite-dimensional irreducible representation fA of the adjoint group, and each p ~ 0, the coefficient of qP in m~(q) is equal to the multiplicity of .V;. is the space of regular functions on Q obtained by restriction of polynomial functions on 9 of degree at most p. Out of our study of Q fibered over G / B , comes the construction (Definition 5.10) of J.l-twisted generalized exponents of any irreducible G-representation V, for any weight J.l. In this way, we generalize both Kostant's theory (cf. Lemma 5.4) and the Hesselink-Peterson result (cf. Corollary 5.11).
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THE PRINCIPAL FILTRATION OF A WEIGHT SPACE
Throughout the paper, we retain the notations introduced in § 1. The pair (t, b) determines the cone 9'++ of dominant integral weights in the lattice 9' of integral weights. Let p be the half-sum of the positive roots; its "dual" is the vector h pEt on which all simple roots take value equal to 1.
Gad will denote the adjoint group. '!I is the universal enveloping algebra of g. The Weyl group is W = N(T)/T. A representation of an algebraic group will always mean a rational representation on a complex vector space. A representation of 9 will mean one in the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand [B-G-G] "category ~," or the differential of a locally finite G-representation.
Call x E 9 regular iff the adjoint orbit adGx has maximal dimension, or equivalently, iff the Lie centralizer gX has dimension equal to the rank l of g. The regular nilpotents, also called principal nilpotents, form a dense adjoint orbit N° in the cone N of all nilpotents. Each principal nilpotent e lies in a unique Borel subalgebra b(e) of g. The associated graded space to U is then gre U:= EfJp~oJ:(U)/J:-l(U); take J e -1 (U) := 0 always. Clearly, lime U lies in V e , and the actions of powers of e give a natural projection gre U -+ lime U.
To study the e-filtration and e-limit of a weight space of V, we will take e in a "good" position relative to t. Since lime t = ge (combine the obvious inclusion with the dimension equality), we see that ge has a basis consisting of elements of the form 
We aim to show l = O. Let us use the "symbolic method": consider" t i " as the ith power of an indeterminate t, modulo some space L of linear relations in C [t] . We have l+p = (e k + p s)·v = 0 (as s·v is a multiple of v and k ~ 1 ), so the case p = 0 is settled, and we may assume p ~ 1 . Since eP+ 1 • V = 0 , we
S t IS a mear com matIon 0 t e po ynomla s , ... ,t ,t -, ... , (t -Il+ p , l+p , we conclude that l also vanishes.
Kostant [K2] defined the generalized exponents of a representation V of Gad to be the eigenvalues mi(V), i = 1, ... ,lV ge I (counted with mUltiplicity) of ho on the space V g ' , for e and ho the first two members of a principal S-triple. The independence of these eigenvalues on the particular choices of e and ho followed from his geometrical interpretation (see § 1 ).
As a consequence of Proposition 2.6, the generalized exponents can be computed from the principal filtration of the zero-weight space. Proof. The dimension equality [K2] I VOl = I V ge I , together with the inclusion of Proposition 2.6, implies that V ge is the e-limit of Vo. Combining with Lemma 2.5, we get this description of generalized exponents.
TDS theory, and our notion of "special pair," distinguishes a particular adjoint orbit.
Definition 2.S. QTDS is the regular semisimple adjoint orbit through h p • SO QTDS consists of semisimple elements occurring in principal S-triples.
JUMP POLYNOMIALS AND LUSZTIG'S q-ANALOGS
We tum now to measuring the sizes of the principal filtration components for a weight space. Let e be a t-compatible principal nilpotent in b. For each weight J,l of a g-representation V, define the jump polynomial of the principal filtration Je(VIl) to be Let ( , ) be the usual form on t* , the dual of the restriction of the CartanKilling form on g to t.
Lemma 3.2. For each weight space V Il , r~(q) = q-{Il,P) HSe(lime VIl).
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 2.3(2) and 2.5.
Clearly, these polynomials ~(q) and HSe(lime VIl) have nonnegative integral coefficients and take value I Vill at q = 1. They are "q-analogs" of weight multiplicity.
Lusztig [L, (9.4) ] introduced a fundamental q-analog 
The proof is given in §6 (see Theorem 6.4).
Remark 3.5. We expect that the theorem is valid without the extra assumptions of the second sentence. Indeed, we conjecture that the equality m~(q) = ~(q) holds more generally, where m~(q) is defined in the natural way for any grepresentation V in the category &, by expressing the character of V as a linear combination of characters of Verma modules.
AFFINE BUNDLES
In this section, we work over a connected algebraic base variety X (over C) with structure sheaf &x' All sheaves will be sheaves of &x-modules, and all linear maps of these sheaves will be &x-linear. We write R(V) for the coordinate ring of regular functions on an algebraic variety V. An affine space oj dimension n is a pair (A, M) of an algebraic variety A and a vector space M, both n-dimensional, where M acts freely on A. We often regard just A as the affine space, and M, together with its linear action, as the linear structure of A; then we write the action as addition. An
The familiar model is that M is a vector subspace of some vector space L, and A is a translate of M inside L. Indeed, any given affine space (A, M) can be realized in this way, by taking L to be Al := Cao E9 M, for an arbitrary a o EA. Then A and M sit as hyperplanes in A I , M is a vector space acting on A by addition in A I , and we have the canonical projection, collapsing A to 1, of A I to C from M. With respect to these properties, A I is uniquely determined up to linear isomorphism; we call A I the associated vector space to (A, M). Intrinsically, Al is obtained as the dual to the space of affine linear functions on A, together with the natural embeddings of A and M.
As A has no origin, we have no notion of a homogeneous function on A.
However, we do have two related notions. Choose any a o E A as pseudo- Example 4.3. Let X be the Grassmannian variety G k ,n of k-dimensional vector subspaces in C n , with universal subbundle S. and universal quotient bundle Q. Let M be the cotangent bundle of X, then
The dual Grassmannian to X is X = G n-k ,n' Let A be the open subvariety of X x X consisting of pairs (L, P) of subspaces meeting only at the origin.
Both M and 4 map to X by projection to the first factor. In §6, we will compare functions, as opposed to germs of functions. Suppose now that an algebraic group P acts on X, and that (4, M) is an affine P-bundle, i.e., an affine bundle equipped with actions of P on 4 and M over X, in such a way that the defining morphism M x x 4 -A is Pequivariant. Then all constructions above are P-equivariant, and all maps are P-linear.
We will apply these results in the next section to homogeneous bundles over quotient varieties. Each homogeneous space P / H, H any algebraic subgroup of P, has a canonical structure of P-variety. If H is a connected, solvable subgroup, then for any H-variety F, the quotient space P x H F = (P x F)/{(Ph ,y) = (p, h .y)} has a natural structure of algebraic variety, and is, canonically, a P-homogeneous locally trivial algebraic fiber bundle over P / H . See [S] . We easily obtain Fact 4.7. Suppose H is a connected, solvable subgroup of an algebraic group P, and (A, M) is an affine H-space with associated vector space AI. Then (P x H A, P x H M) is canonically an affine bundle over P / H with associated vector bundle P x H A I .
GEOMETRY OF REGULAR SEMISIMPLE ADJOINT ORBITS OVER THE FLAG VARIETY
From now on, we work over the flag variety X = G / B , the variety of Borel subalgebras of g. We write x bt when we consider the Borel b l as a point of X. We take Xb as the base point of X.
In this section, we determine an affine bundle structure on each regular semisimple adjoint orbit Q fibered over X, with the cotangent bundle of X supplying the linear structure. We then study the fiber degree of twisted functions with values in a homogeneous line bundle L.Jl over Q, and the symbol map. We explain in Lemma 5.6 how one can use the G-action to identify the fibers of L.Jl lying over a fiber of Q over X, in order to compute the fiber degree and symbol. In Theorem 5.8, we explicitly relate the principal filtration of weight spaces to the fiber degree filtration of twisted functions on our distinguished orbit QTDS from §2. At the end of the section, we then define "twisted generalized exponents" of representations, and obtain the geometric description of the jump polynomial of the principal filtration of a weight space.
Let (Q, n) be a regular semisimple adjoint orbit over X; i.e., Q is a regular semisimple adjoint orbit and n: Q --+ X is a G-equivariant projection. (Given Q , the Weyl group operates simply transitively on the set of such G-projections.) The fibers of n are easy to describe.
Observation 5.1. Let b l be a Borel subalgebra with nilpotent radical mi' Then the fiber of n over the point x = x bt is a linear coset hi + m l in b l • Consequently, the pair (n-I(x),m l ) is an affine space, and each Cartan subalgebra of 9 lying inside b I meets n -I (x) in a unique point.
In view of this, we take ho := t n n -I (x b ) as the base point of (Q , n) relative to (t, b) . Let m be the nilpotent radical of b.
To globalize Observation 5.1, we introduce the the cotangent bundle T~, with projection r to X, for T~ identifies canonically with G x B m, and hence with the variety of pairs (z I ' b I) of a nilpotent vector z I inside a Borel subalgebra b l ; write C;ZI'&I for the corresponding cotangent vector. Let g; be the tangent sheaf of X. We have the diagram
The affine bundle theory will give us a map from functions on Q to functions on T~.
Construction 5.2. We define an action ·of T~ on Q over X through addition in 9 in the following way. Given points C;ZI,&I and hI in the fibers of T~ on Q over the point X&I of X, set C;ZI'&I • hI := hI + ZI . Proof. Q is a G-homogeneous fiber bundle over X with typical fiber ho + m ,
is an affine bundle by Fact 4.7. This action agrees with the one of Construction 5.2, so (Q, T~) identifies with this affine bundle.
As (Q, T~) is an affine bundle, the theory of the last section gives a fiber degree filtration on the coordinate ring of Q. This turns out to be the same as the usual one. Proof. Let us fix a graded G-stable complement H in S(g *) to the ideal of the nullcone N; for example H can be the space of "harmonic functions." Then H is also a complement to the ideal of Q; see [K2] .
To show the two filtrations coincide, we need to show that, if F E H is a nonzero homogeneous function of degree p, then the restriction f = FIQ has fiber degree p. Clearly, f has fiber degree at most p. On the other hand, consider the restriction of f to an arbitrary fiber
For any e l E m l ' we have This last condition certainly holds for some b l , so f has fiber degree p on Q.
We may write R:SP(Q) for r:SP(Q '&Q).
Fix an integral weight J.l of t. Let CJl. be the complex line equipped with the action of T or B through the character expJl. Now £ has a G-conjugate parallel to £, ' namely ad g £ = ad g h +Ce, ' where we take g E G so that ad g e = e, . As a principal nilpotent uniquely determines the Borel subalgebra containing it, it must happen that ad g b = b, ' so that ad g £ also lies in A. We can now apply Lemma 4.2, to conclude that s attains its fiber degree on ad g £ .
Let V be a G-representation. The fiber degree of a G-linear map OJ: V ~ r( Q, 2'-tt) is the maximum of the fiber degrees of the sections OJ v ' v E V. In this way, HomG(V· , r(Q ,2'-tt» acquires afiber degree filtration by the spaces HomG(V· ,r~p(Q,2'-tt», p 2: O.
We fix a C-linear identification of the base fiber L.~o with C, so that we can treat maps to the base fiber as ordinary functions. Then algebraic Frobenius reciprocity gives a natural linear isomorphism eVho: HomG (V· ,r(Q,2'- To establish the theorem, we prove a more general, but also more technical, result. In this section, we prove Theorem 3.4. Let V;. be an irreducible G-representation, with character X)., and take J.l E g; .
In the last section, we obtained Corollary 5.11 and Lemma 5.12, the geometric formulae for the jump polynomial rt(q). On the other hand, the geometric description of Lusztig's polynomials comes from Hesselink's work [Hsl] . The author is grateful to David Vogan for explaining this to her some years ago. Lemma 6.1. For all p, E.9, we have X~!: = E,tE.9'++ m~(q)x;.
-x
Proof. We proceed as in [Hsl] . One can filter g/b by B-stable subspaces such that the consecutive quotients are (as t-modules) the negative root spaces. This induces on g; a filtration by G-homogeneous sheaves such that the consecutive quotients are the invertible sheaves g--¢ , as <p ranges over the set of positive roots, in some order. Additivity of the Euler characteristic then gives X ,g--8) . Theorem G in [Gr] to the tangent sheaf 9'; on any smooth, projective complex variety Y, and any line bundle F on Y with sheaf of sections g-. Then we obtain the vanishing Hi (Y ,!T ® sP (9';)) = 0 for all i > 0, p ? 0, if g-is positive, or equivalently, ample (cf., Theorems A and C in [Gr] ). To make this application, one needs to compute the tensor product of the canonical bundle K y with the determinant of the tangent bundle T y. But K y is the determinant of the cotangent bundle, so K y ® det( T y) is trivial.
In our situation, the homogeneous line bundle F-P. on X is ample iff p, is regular and dominant. 
